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친구를 구한 목도리

A Scarf
that Saved Our Friend

A scarf that saved Mouse
While Squirrel, Frog, Lizard, Mouse were busy
bragging about their scarves, they didn’t know Badger
was approaching. Squirrel, Frog, Lizard barely ran away,
but Mouse was caught by Badger because of his long scarf.
How can they save Mouse?
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“A cold wind is blowing.”
An old lady was knitting a scarf with red wool.
Then Squirrel came in.
“Wow! Grandma, may I have it?”
“Good! It fits you perfectly.”
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All day long Squirrel went around wearing this scarf.
“What about my scarf?
Isn’t this cool? Grandma made it for me.”
“Wow, it’s great!”
Frog, Lizard, Mouse were envious of Squirrel’s red scarf.
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The next day Lizard came
to Grandma.
“Grandma, I’d like to have
a scarf longer than my tail.”
Lizard stretched his tail
as long as he could.

The next day Frog visited Grandma.
“Grandma, would you knit a scarf for me?
But it should be longer than the squirrel’s red scarf.”
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The next day
Mouse visited Grandma too.
“Do you want me
to knit a scarf for you?”
“Yeees!”
Mouse shouted with joy.
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A few days later
Frog, Lizard, Squirrel happened to meet.
They were busy bragging about their scarves.
“My scarf is longer than yours.”
“No way! Mine is longer.”
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“Then how about comparing the scarves
and finding whose scarf is longer?”
Mouse asked Frog.
Adjust
here.

Then they compared three scarves together.

Mine is shorter
than the yellow scarf,
but longer than
the red scarf.

Look at this!
I told you!
Mine is longer.

Hooray!
My scarf is
the longest.

Mine is
the shortest,
but the prettiest.

Squirrel asked Lizard to compare their scarves.

Mine is longer
than squirrel’s.

Mine is shorter
than Lizard’s scarf.
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Mouse’s green scarf was longer than the red scarf,
the orange scarf, and even the yellow scarf.

Wow,
LW
·V really long!

The green one
is the longest
of all.

I can’t believe
it’s longer
than mine.

Hahaha!
I said mine is
the longest
and the best!
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Then Mouse wearing the green scarf showed up.
“What are you talking about?
Mine is the longest.”
Mouse, Frog, Lizard sniffed at Mouse.
“Humph! It doesn’t look that long?”
Mouse took off the scarf and laid
next to the other scarves.
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Just then,
something quietly approached
and hid behind the rock.
It was a badger.
The badger waited and waited
behind the rock.

Mouse quickly put on his scarf again.
Frog, Lizard, Squirrel put on their scarves too.
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“I GOT YOU!”
The animal friends were so shocked
that they ran away as quickly as they could.
But what is this all about?
Mouse got caught by the badger
because of his long scarf.
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Squirrel, Frog, and Lizard

When Badger was running towards them

barely escaped into the bush.

Mouse shouted.

“What shall we do?”

“Now, pull it.”

“Let’s save Mouse!”

Badger was caught in a line and fell down.

The three friends unwrapped their scarves,

Meantime Mouse and the three friends ran away.

and tied them together making a long line.
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Mouse, Frog, Lizard, Squirrel
visited Grandma again.
“Grandma, will you make us scarves again?”
“I’m sorry, but I don’t have wool…”
Then Mouse handed his green scarf.
“Here.”
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Winter came to the forest.
Wind blew hard.
Snow fell heavily.
But the four animal friends had no problem.
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They had warm wool scarves to wrap around.
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Math Story/Comparing length
Understanding the concept of math

Math Play

Whose scarf is longer?

Make a long tail!

♣ Squirrel, Frog, Lizard, Mouse wore wool scarves Grandma had made. Each of them
bragged their scarf was longer. But there was no way to know whose scarf was
longer while they were wearing the scarves. So they took off the scarves and
compared the length of them. As a result it was revealed Mouse’s green scarf was
the longest. But Mouse was caught by Badger because of his long scarf.
♣ Children tend to compare things with their naked eyes. When comparing two objects
ask your child using the words relevant to comparing like “the same”, “different”, “longer
than,” and “shorter than.” It might be like “Is the length of this orange scarf the same with
that of the yellow scarf?” or “Whose scarf is longer than Mouse’s scarf?” or “Whose scarf is
shorter than the orange scarf?”
♣ When you teach the concept of comparing to your child, let them measure
with their body parts (a span, a foot etc.) rather using measuring tools.
When your child measures the length of a table, or a doll,
you’d better write it down. In no time children will
understand the concept and the necessity of comparing
through these activities.
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Animals’ tails are varied in color, shape, and length.
Make animals’ tails. Then compare the tails and find
whose tail is longer or shorter.
1. Let your child draw a tail and color it.
2. You draw a tail and color it too.
3. Cut the tails and find whose tail is longer.
You can say, like“Your tail is longer than mine.”
4. Make a long tail by attaching tails.
5. Play tag with your child by attaching a long tail to each player.
Someone who catches the other’s tail first is a winner.
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